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Abstract

Selenoproteins mediate much of the cancer-preventive properties of the essential nutrient selenium, but some of these proteins have been shown to also have cancer-promoting effects. We examined the contributions of the 15kDa selenoprotein (Sep15) and thioredoxin reductase 1 (TR1) to cancer development. Targeted down-regulation of either gene inhibited anchorage-dependent and anchorage-independent growth and formation of experimental metastases of mouse colon carcinoma CT26 cells. Surprisingly, combined deficiency of Sep15 and TR1 reversed the anti-cancer effects observed with down-regulation of each single gene. We found that inflammation-related genes regulated by Stat-1, especially interferon-γ-regulated guanylate-binding proteins, were highly elevated in Sep15-deficient, but not in TR1-deficient cells. Interestingly, components of the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway were up-regulated in cells lacking both TR1 and Sep15. These results suggest that Sep15 and TR1 participate in interfering regulatory pathways in colon cancer cells. Considering the variable expression levels of Sep15 and TR1 found within the human population, our results provide insights into new roles of selenoproteins in cancer.

Introduction

Colon cancer remains the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths [1]. Supplemental dietary selenium has been reported to reduce the incidence and mortality from colon cancer in humans [2] and animals with suboptimal selenium levels [3]. These cancer-preventive properties are primarily mediated through selenoproteins [4], suggesting an underlying genetic
susceptibility to colon cancer. Three selenoproteins have been implicated in both prevention and promotion of cancer: the 15kDa selenoprotein (Sep15) [5–7], thioredoxin reductase 1 (Txnrd1, TR1) [8], and glutathione peroxidase 2 (GPx2) [9]. Furthermore, studies of single nucleotide polymorphisms revealed an association of both TR1 and selenoprotein P (SEPP1) with advanced colorectal adenomas in humans [10]. We previously examined the dual personalities of the first two selenoproteins [7,8,11,12], and here, we have further investigated their interactions in their regulation of colon cancer. Sep15 and TR1 belong to the thiol-oxidoreductase group of selenoproteins [13]. TR1 is a major redox-regulator in mammalian cells and is also involved in cell proliferation, angiogenesis, transcription, and DNA repair [14,15]. The physiological function of Sep15 remains poorly understood, but it may be involved in rearrangement of disulfide bonds or serve as a reductase for incorrectly formed disulfide bonds in misfolded glycoproteins bound to UDP-glucose:glycoprotein-glucosyl-transferase (UGGT) [16]. We previously demonstrated that loss of TR1 reversed the malignant properties of LLC1 mouse lung cancer cells [17]. Similarly, loss of Sep15 reversed the cancer phenotype of murine [18] and human colon cancer cells [19]. Because both proteins are selenoproteins, it is possible that they have additive or synergistic effects. Sep15 is differentially expressed in some human cancers [20,21], and TR1 is up-regulated in many cancers [14]. Herein, we examined the relationship between Sep15 and TR1 in mouse CT26 colon adenocarcinoma cells with regard to the roles of these selenoproteins in colon tumorigenesis. Interestingly, removal of these two selenoproteins appeared to achieve the reversal of cancer phenotypes through very different pathways, and, unexpectedly, a combined lack of Sep15 and TR1 was compensated by up-regulation of components in the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway.

Materials and Methods

Accession Codes

Microarray data are accessible through the Gene Expression Omnibus database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo; accession # GSE55488).

Materials

Murine CT26 colon cancer cells were purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA), and only low passage numbers were used. The pSilencer2.0 U6-Hygro-vector was from Ambion (ThermoFisher Scientific, Rockford, IL), fetal bovine serum, phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), RPMI 1640, hygromycin B, NuPAGE 4–12% polyacrylamide gels, SeeBlue Plus2 protein markers, lithium dodecylsulfate (LDS) sample buffer, Lipofectamine2000, polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes, and TRIzol reagent from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA), and 5,5'-dithiobis (2-nitrobenzoic acid) and aurothioglucose from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Antibodies against Sep15 and TR1 were generated in rabbits by Epitomics/Abcam (Cambridge, MA) using a synthetic peptide (Sep15) or recombinant protein (TR1) as antigens, and were validated in our lab for this company. Rabbit-anti-Alpha fetoprotein (Afp) antibody and horseradish peroxidase–conjugated secondary antibody against goat were obtained from Abcam (Cambridge, MA), and mouse anti-phospho-β-catenin primary antibody from Cell Signaling (Danvers, MA). Antibodies against β-actin, α-tubulin, guanylate binding-protein–1 (Gbp-1), Stat1 (p84/p91), and interferon-induced protein 44 (Iif44) were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Dallas, TX). Horseradish peroxidase–conjugated secondary antibody against rabbit was from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). SuperSignal West Dura substrate and horseradish peroxidase–conjugated secondary antibody against mouse were from Pierce (ThermoFisher Scientific, Rockford, IL), and iScript cDNA Synthesis kit and SYBRGreen Supermix from Bio-Rad Laboratories (Hercules, CA). Real-time RT-PCR primers were from Sigma-Genosys (St. Louis, MO), noble
agar from Becton Dickinson (Franklin Lakes, NJ), and black India ink from Winsor & Newton. Other reagents were of the highest commercially-available quality.

**Targeted down-regulation of Sep15, TR1, and TR1/Sep15**

The pU6-m3 vector used for generating short hairpin RNA (shRNA) targets, and stable transfection of shSep15 and shTR1 CT26 colon cancer cells were constructed as described [17,18,22], and only low passage numbers were used for experiments. Sep15- and TR1-deficient and the corresponding CT26 parental cells were transfected with identical vectors (see [15,17] for details) except for the shRNAs. We investigated two shRNA oligonucleotide sequences, and several independent cell clones of these sequences resulted in very similar decreases in both mRNA and protein levels. The two shRNA oligonucleotide sequences for Sep15 and TR1 have been shown previously to result in similar reversal of cancer phenotype [17,18]. The double-knockdown cells incorporated both of the validated constructs. Cells with double-knockdown of Sep15 and TR1 together were prepared as described [22].

**Cell culture and cell growth assays**

Mouse colon cancer CT26 cells were cultured in complete growth medium (RPMI1640 supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% sodium pyruvate) in a humidified atmosphere (5% CO2, 37°C). Cells were stably transfected with shSep15, shTR1, a combination of the shTR1 and shSep15 constructs, or the empty pU6-m3 vector (control) using Lipofectamine2000 by selecting cells in the presence of 500 μg/mL hygromycin B. Cell growth was monitored by seeding 1×10^5 cells/well in six-well plates in complete growth medium and counting cells for four days.

**RNA analysis**

Total RNA was extracted from cells with TRIzol. cDNA was synthesized with iScript and 1.5 μg of total RNA according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For quantitative real-time RT-PCR (qPCR), 1.5 μL cDNA were added to 20-μL reactions with the DNA Engine Opticon2 Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad Laboratories). The primers for qPCR are shown in S1 Table. mRNA levels of selenoproteins were calculated relative to the expression of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Gapdh), used as an internal control.

**Western blotting analyses**

Protein samples extracted from the four stably-transfected CT26 cell lines were electrophoresed on NuPAGE 4–12% polyacrylamide gels followed by transferring to PVDF membranes. The membranes were incubated with primary antibodies (1:200 to 1:2,000) overnight at 4°C. Horseradish peroxidase–conjugated secondary antibodies (1:10,000) were applied, the membranes incubated in chemiluminescent substrate, and exposed to X-ray film.

**Thioredoxin reductase (TR) activity**

TR activity was determined spectrophotometrically [23], based on the modified method of Holmgren and Björnstedt [24]. Briefly, TR activity was determined as the difference between total TR activity and time-dependent increase in absorbance at 412 nm in the presence of the TR inhibitor, aurothioglucose. A unit of activity was defined as 1.0 μmol 5-thio-2-nitrobenzoic acid formed/min/mg protein. Protein concentrations were measured with bicinchoninic acid.
Soft agar assay

Anchorage-independent growth was examined by soft agar assays [17,18]. Unlike most cells with a normal phenotype, many cancer cells are able to grow unanchored in soft agar. Approximately 3,000 cells of each stably-transfected CT26 cell line were suspended in 3 mL of 0.35% noble agar in complete RPMI 1640 and spread onto 60-mm dishes masked with a basal layer of 3 mL 0.7% noble agar in media. Cells were incubated at 37°C for three weeks, and complete growth medium was applied to the dishes every three days. Colonies were visualized by staining overnight with p-iodonitrotetrazolium violet, scanned and counted.

Cell cycle analysis

CT26 cells were grown in complete medium to 50% confluence, washed twice with sterile PBS, and maintained in serum-free medium for 48 h to induce G0–G1 cell cycle synchronization. Cells were then incubated with complete growth medium for 0, 6, 24 or 48 h, washed twice with PBS, trypsinized, and suspended in PBS (1×10^7 to 2×10^7 cells/mL) on ice. Ice-cold 70% ethanol was added gradually, and cells were fixed overnight. Cells were centrifuged, resuspended in RNase (100 units), and incubated at 37°C for 20 min. The suspension was stained with propidium iodide in the dark at 4°C overnight, filtered through a 50-μm mesh, and acquired with a FACSCalibur (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA). The percentage of cells in each phase of the cell cycle was analyzed by ModFitLT version 3.0 (Verity, Topsham, ME).

Animal studies

This study was carried out in strict accordance with the recommendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health. The protocol was approved by the NCI-Bethesda Animal Care and Use Committee (permit number for this study is LCP-005). Formation of experimental lung metastases upon i.v. injection of plasmid-transfected control, shSep15, shTR1, or shTR1/shSep15 cells was investigated in BALB/c mice (Jackson Laboratories), which have the same genetic background as CT26 adenocarcinoma cells. Animals were given free access to water and were monitored closely for clinical signs of poor health throughout the study. Six-week-old male BALB/c mice were maintained on a Torula yeast-based diet supplemented with adequate selenium (0.1 μg selenium/g diet) as sodium selenite (Harlan-Teklad, Indianapolis, IN). After three weeks, 5×10^5 CT26 cells in 200 μL PBS (n = 10 each for plasmid-transfected controls, shSep15, shTR1, or shTR1/shSep15 cells) were injected into the tail vein. Animals were sacrificed, and lungs were examined 12 days after injection. Three milliliters of 15% India ink/PBS solution were injected into the lungs through the trachea. Lung tissues were excised and "bleached" with Fekete's solution (60% ethanol, 3.2% formaldehyde, and 0.75 mol/L acetic acid) for 48 h. Pulmonary lesions on the surface of each lobe were counted with a dissecting microscope. Lungs with >250 lesions were assigned a value of 250, as it is inherently difficult to reliably count more than 250 lesions/lung [18].

Microarray analysis

Total mRNA was isolated from plasmid-transfected control, shSep15, shTR1 and shTR1/shSep15 CT26 cells. Microarray analysis was performed on Affymetrix Mouse 430_2.0A gene chips. Four arrays were analyzed from four different mRNA samples per construct. The Robust Multi-Array Analysis algorithm was used for background and noise correction in the conversion of probe level to gene expression data. Controls and cells with targeted down-regulation of Sep15, TR1, or TR1/Sep15 were compared by ANOVA. Genes that were significantly different from plasmid-transfected control cells (P<0.05) were subjected to functional
gene analysis by Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA; version 7.5), which detects networks of gene expression changes according to functional biological processes rather than focusing solely on the more dramatic changes in expression of a few selected genes. Previously published, and publicly available, microarray data from a study using Sep15 knockout mice were accessed for comparison purposes [7].

Statistical analyses
Data presented as the mean ±SE were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's multiple-comparison post-hoc test with GraphPad Prism (version 5, La Jolla, CA). The level of significance was set at $\alpha = 0.05$, and statistically significant changes were indicated in figures as follows: *$P<0.05$, **$P<0.01$, ***$P<0.001$, compared to control. CellMiner's NCI-60 Analysis Tool, which integrates molecular datasets of 60 human cancer cell lines routinely used for pharmacological screening and comparative molecular analyses, was used to identify genes significantly correlated with Sep15 expression (http://discover.nci.nih.gov/cellminer, database version 1.4) based on Pearson's correlation coefficient with a population size of 60, $r = 0.254$, and $P<0.05$ without multiple comparisons correction. Gene transcript expression patterns were also compared. CellMiner bases transcript intensity levels on measurements from five microarrays (Affymetrix HG-U95, HG-U133, HG-U133 plus 2.0, and HuEx 1.0, and the Agilent Whole Human Genome Microarray) as described [25].

Results
Individual and concurrent deficiency in TR1 and Sep15
Mouse colon cancer CT26 cells were stably transfected with shSep15, shTR1, shTR1/shSep15, or the corresponding pU6-m3-(empty vector)-control constructs. We used two shRNA oligonucleotides, and several independent cell clones were chosen for analysis to exclude off-target effects due to the constructs or the transfection process, as published [17,18]. qPCR and Western blotting showed that Sep15 mRNA (Fig 1A, upper panel) and protein levels (Fig 1A, lower panel) were efficiently (>90%) decreased in cells transfected with shSep15 or shTR1/shSep15. qPCR, Western blotting, and catalytic activity assays showed that TR1 mRNA (Fig 1B, upper panel) and protein expression (Fig 1B, lower panel), as well as catalytic activity (Fig 1C) were decreased by >90% in shTR1 and shTR1/shSep15 cells. The mRNA expression of glutathione peroxidases 1 (GPx1) and 2 (GPx2) were not significantly changed, and selenoprotein M (SelM) was only modestly increased in shSep15 ($P<0.05$) and shTR1/Sep15 cells ($P>0.05$), as expected (S1 Fig).

shSep15 or shTR1 inhibit cell proliferation and development of experimental metastases
Anchorage-dependent proliferation of both shSep15 and shTR1 cells was significantly reduced ($P<0.001$) (Fig 2A). In each case, there were 60% fewer cells on day 4 compared to controls. Surprisingly, the growth pattern of shTR1/shSep15 cells was similar to control cells. shSep15 and shTR1-transfected CT26 cells formed significantly ($P<0.001$) fewer colonies than control cells in anchorage-independent growth assays (Fig 2B). In contrast, TR1/Sep15 knockdown did not affect colony growth in soft agar.

Control cells formed a large number (188.6±32.0) of experimental lung metastases in BALB/c mice (Fig 2C), as expected. As also previously shown [18], targeted reduction of Sep15 significantly ($P<0.001$) inhibited formation of such pulmonary metastases (0.5±0.2). Similarly, shTR1 cells formed fewer experimental metastases (2±0.4) compared to controls ($P<0.001$). Mice
Fig 1. Expression of Sep15 and TR1 in CT26 cells. Cells were stably transfected with the pU6-m3 control, shSep15, shTR1 or shTR1/shSep15 (as indicated): (A) Expression of Sep15 by real-time RT-PCR (upper panel) and Western blotting (lower panel). (B) Expression of TR1 by real-time RT-PCR (upper panel) and Western blotting (lower panel). (C) Thioredoxin reductase activity. Columns, mean (n = 3–6); bars, SE; (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, compared to control).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124487.g001
injected with shTR1/shSep15 cells developed fewer experimental metastases than controls (100.4±14.1; \( P < 0.001 \)), but over 50-times more \(( P < 0.01)\) compared to those injected with single knockdown cells.

**Fig 2. Anchorage-dependent, -independent growth and formation of lung metastases.** (A) Growth rates of shSep15, shTR1 and shTR1/Sep15 cells compared to controls \((n=6)\). (B) Anchorage-independent growth in soft agar of shSep15, shTR1 and shTR1/Sep15 cells compared to controls \((n=4–8)\). (C) Formation of experimental lung metastases after i.v. injection of 5×10⁵ cells (control, shSep15, shTR1, or shTR1/shSep15) into BALB/c mice \((n=10/construct)\). \( ***P<0.001, \) compared to control. 

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124487.g002
shTR1/shSep15 reverses the cell cycle phenotypes observed in single knockdown cells

The most striking cell cycle changes were observed in shSep15 cells (Fig 3A–3D), and agree with our previously published observations, that the most significant differences between shSep15 and control cells appeared around 24 h past release from serum starvation [18]. shSep15 cells had a substantially higher percentage of their population in the G2/M-phase (27.8±0.8%) than control cells (11.5±2.1%; P<0.001), and a smaller percentage in S-phase (25.1±0.9% versus 42.3±1.9%), similar to earlier observations [18]. However, shTR1 and shTR1/shSep15 cells had fewer cells in G2/M-phase (15.6±1.2% and 17.7±0.7%, respectively) compared to shSep15 cells (P<0.001). shTR1 cells, as observed in fibroblast-derived DT cells previously [15], manifested defective progression in S-phase, visible as an increased percentage of the cell population at 6 and 48 h. CyclinB1 (Ccnb1) mRNA levels did not significantly differ (Fig 3E), but the mRNA levels of CyclinB1-interacting-protein-1 (Ccnbip1) were strongly elevated in shTR1 and shSep15 cells (P<0.01), but not in shTR1/shSep15 cells, compared to controls, respectively (Fig 3F).

Gene expression analyses identify interferon-γ- and Wnt/β-catenin-regulated pathways in shSep15 and shTR1/shSep15 cells, respectively

To elucidate the signaling pathways affected by Sep15- and TR1-deficiency in colon cancer cells, and reversal of these effects in double knockdown cells, global gene expression was analyzed using microarrays (N = 4/construct). The twenty most substantially altered gene signals are listed in S2 Table. Selected genes were examined by qPCR relative to the expression of an internal control, Gapdh, to validate microarray results.

The most strongly up-regulated gene signals in shSep15 cells were interferon-induced-protein-44 (Ifi44), ubiquitin-specific-peptidase-18 (Usp18), immunity-related-GTPase family-M-member-2 (Irgm2), interferon-regulatory-factor-7 (Irf7), interferon-γ-induced-GTPase (Igtp), very large interferon-inducible-GTPase (Gvin1), and guanylate-binding-proteins Gbp-1, -2 and -6. Significantly increased mRNA expression of Ifi44 (P<0.001, Fig 4A, upper panel), Irf7 (P<0.001, Fig 4B), and Usp18 (P<0.05, Fig 4C) in shSep15 cells compared to controls were validated with qPCR. Protein expression levels of Ifi44 (Fig 4A, lower panel), were slightly increased in shSep15 cells. The mRNA levels of Gbp-6 (P<0.05; Fig 4D) and interferon-γ (Ifnγ) (P<0.05; Fig 4E) were significantly higher in shSep15 compared to shTR1/shSep15 cells. The levels of Gbp-1 mRNA were previously reported to be highly up-regulated in Sep15 knockout mice [7]. Consistent with these observations, we found that Gbp-1 mRNA (Fig 4F, upper panel) and protein levels (Fig 4F, lower panel) were significantly increased exclusively in shSep15 cells. Ingenuity Pathway Analyses (IPA) indicated that inflammation-related genes up-regulated in shSep15 cells shared a common node in Stat-1 (S3A Fig), and included Gbp-2 (31.1-fold), Gbp-6 (30.1-fold), Nmi (2.8-fold), Irgm2 (20.7-fold), and Gbp-1 (14.3-fold; included in ’Gbp-2’"). Other significantly up-regulated Stat-1-associated genes included Usp18 (65.1-fold), Irf7 (9.9-fold) and Irf9 (3.6-fold). Stat-1 mRNA was quantified with qPCR and found to be significantly increased only in shSep15 cells compared to controls (P<0.01, Fig 4G, upper panel), but protein levels of unphosphorylated Stat-1 remained unchanged (Fig 4G, lower panel). Stat-1 is thought to promote activation of different caspases, and the mRNA levels of caspase 6 (Fig 4H) and caspase 12 (Fig 4I) were significantly increased only in shSep15 cells (P<0.05). Supporting this pattern of involvement of interferon-γ and Sep15 are additional comparisons with our previously published microarray data [7], which showed a modest but significantly (P<0.05) increased mRNA expression of interferon-γ-regulated Stat-1, Stat-5A, Irf-2, and Irf-3, in Sep15 knockout mice (N = 4) compared to litter mate controls (N = 4). The gene most significantly down-regulated in shSep15 cells was alpha-fetoprotein (Afp).
Fig 3. **Cell cycle analysis.** Percent of cells in each cell cycle phase as determined by FACS analysis at (A) 0 h; (B) 6 h; (C) 24 h; and (D) 48 h after release from cell synchronization. mRNA expression of (E) CyclinB1 (Ccnb1), and (F) CyclinB1 Interacting-Protein-1 (Ccnb1ip1), as determined by real-time RT-PCR. Columns, mean (n = 3–9); bars, SE; (⁎⁎ P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124487.g003
Fig 4. Validation of gene expression for genes significantly changed in shSep15 cells. Expression of (A) Ifi44 mRNA (upper panel) and protein (lower panel); (B) Ifi-7 mRNA; (C) Usp18 mRNA; (D) Gbp-6 mRNA; (E) lfiny mRNA; (F) Gbp-1 mRNA (upper panel) and protein (lower panel); (G) Stat-1 mRNA (upper panel) and protein (lower panel); (H) Casp6 mRNA; (I) Casp12 mRNA; and (J) Afp mRNA. Expression of mRNA in control, shSep15, shTR1, and shTR1/Sep15 cells was determined by real-time RT-PCR, and expressed relative to Gapdh. Columns, mean (n = 3–6); bars, SE; (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001). Protein expression was determined by Western blotting, and expressed relative to β-actin or α-tubulin, as indicated.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124487.g004
Interestingly, mRNA levels of *Afp* were increased 1.5-fold in shTR1/shSep15 cells as determined by qPCR (Fig 4J), but protein levels remained unchanged (S2A Fig).

In the microarray analyses, genes with significantly altered expression in shTR1 cells compared to controls (S2 Table) included chemokine receptor-type-1 (*Ccr1*, 9.0-fold), which was also increased in shTR1/shSep15 cells (5.1-fold), and the striated preferentially-expressed-gene (*Speg* 5.8-fold), which is known to inhibit cell proliferation [26]. Subsequent qPCR analyses showed an about two-fold increase in *Speg* mRNA expression in shTR1 cells compared to controls (*P* = 0.09, Fig 5A), and only significant increases in *Ccr1* mRNA expression in shTR1/
Sep15 cells compared to controls ($P<0.001$, Fig 5B). The mRNA levels of the cell cycle regulator Ccnb1ip1, which was also previously reported as dramatically increased in shSep15 CT26 cells [18], were also increased in shTR1 cells ($P<0.01$, Fig 3F). Usp18 mRNA expression, which microarray analyses identified as 16-fold higher ($P = 0.09$) in shTR1 cells, were also significantly increased ($P<0.05$) as validated by qPCR (Fig 4C). Significant gene changes in shTR1 cells included those involved in DNA repair, redox regulation, ATP-binding cassette transport, ubiquitination and cancer-related pathways.

Combined down-regulation of Sep15 and TR1 resulted in rather unexpected changes. Microarray analyses revealed that the most up-regulated genes that were exclusively changed in the shTR1/shSep15 cells (S2 Table) compared to controls were tenascin (Tnc, 9.0-fold) and the mitogen-regulated prolactin-family-2 subfamily-c-member-2 (Prl2c2, 7.5-fold). Significant up-regulation of tenascin mRNA ($P<0.01$) was subsequently verified by qPCR (Fig 5C). IPA was performed for the 984 gene signals that were significantly different between shTR1/shSep15 and controls, but were not different in either of the single-knockdown cells versus controls. Two networks involved in Apc/Wnt/β-catenin pathways were identified (S3B and S3C Fig), which may compensate for combined loss of Sep15 and TR1. Interestingly, tenascin was indirectly networked with Wnt (S3C Fig). Expression levels of the adenomatous polyposis coli gene (APC, S3B Fig) and the negative regulator of the wingless-type (Wnt) genes, Axin1, were significantly but only modestly reduced (1.4-fold, respectively) in microarray analyses. Subsequent qPCR did not detect any differences in Apc mRNA expression among constructs (Fig 5D). Other Wnt-type genes (e.g., Wnt10a) and β-catenin-interacting protein-1 (Ctnnbip1) were significantly up-regulated (1.9-fold and 1.6-fold, respectively) in microarray analyses. However, protein levels of phosphorylated β-catenin itself, as assayed through Western blotting, appeared unchanged (S2B Fig).

**Sep15 expression is negatively correlated with Stat-1/Stat-2 and Usp18 in NCI-60 cell lines**

In the NCI-60 cell lines, CellMiner negatively correlated ($P<0.05$) mRNA expression of Sep15, but not TR1, with Stat-2 (Pearson’s coefficient: −0.29) and with Usp18 (Pearson’s coefficient: −0.43), the second highest up-regulated gene signal in cells lacking Sep15. Comparison of cell line signatures revealed that the opposing directions of mRNA transcript intensity scores ($z$-scores) for Sep15 and Stat-1 (Fig 6) were particularly significant ($r = −0.65$, $P<0.01$) for human cancer cell lines derived from central nervous system, leukemia and ovarian cancers. Stat-1 protein levels in NCI-60 cell lines supported the negative correlation with Sep15 mRNA expression (Fig 6).

**Discussion**

Our objective has been to understand the roles of the selenoproteins Sep15 and TR1 in cancer initiation and development [8,11,17–19,27]. The current study exposed unexpected complexities and interactions between these two selenoproteins in their regulation of colon cancer. In light of the benefits of increased selenium intake found in colon cancer prevention [28,29], and the controversial results in the recent human clinical trial SELECT [30], wherein no benefits were found, our results are particularly relevant as dietary selenium’s cancer-preventive properties are primarily mediated through selenoproteins [31].

The selenoproteins Sep15 and TR1 have important roles in cellular redox-homeostasis. The differences between these two systems are clear from in vivo studies. A complete lack of cytosolic TR1 is embryonic lethal [12], whereas a systemic Sep15 deficiency does not result in an obvious phenotype in mice other than formation of cataracts [32]. Targeted down-regulation
of these two genes provides effective means to investigate their function, regulation and interactions. Our results in mouse colon cancer cells demonstrate that differences in cell cycle regulation may have partially contributed to reversals of the observed cancer phenotypes. However, the underlying mechanism eliciting this phenotype appears to differ between cells lacking Sep15 versus those lacking TR1. Sep15 deficiency was previously found to inhibit cell proliferation in mouse [18] and human colon cancer cells [19], but not in mouse lung cancer cells [18]. In contrast, lack of TR1 significantly reduced the growth of mouse lung cancer cells [17]. Considering the similar effects of Sep15 and TR1 on the cancer phenotype, lack of both selenoproteins was anticipated to yield additive or synergistic responses. Surprisingly, this combined down-regulation failed to achieve effects observed with single knockdown. To investigate the molecular targets that were affected by single versus double knockdown, global gene expression changes were examined.

The gene most significantly down-regulated in shSep15 cells, alpha-fetoprotein (Afp), is a widely-used tumor marker for hepatocarcinoma known to interact with Notch [33], and is
increased during tumorigenesis [34]. Thus, suppression of Afp in shSep15 cells might contribute to the observed anti-cancer effects. More importantly, loss of Sep15 alone in colon cancer cells appears to induce interferon-γ-regulated gene expression, whereas a lack of both Sep15 and TR1 resulted in up-regulation of components of the Wnt/β-catenin pathway, presumably allowing these cells to compensate for these oxidoreductases. Pathway analysis of the genes that were significantly different between shSep15 cells and controls indicated that many up-regulated interferon-regulated genes (e.g., Usp18, Gbp-1, -2, -6, Nmi, Irf7, Irf9, Irgm2) shared Stat-1 as a common node. Stat-1 is a central mediator of interferons and exerts anti-tumor effects. Its activation induces genes typical of a type-I immune response. Thus, Stat-1 activation through lack of Sep15 may lead to classical activation of macrophages, resulting in anti-proliferative and anti-angiogenic activities. This may also help further explain our previous in vivo results, whereas Sep15 knockout mice appeared to be resistant to the formation of chemically-induced aberrant crypt foci [7]. Studies suggest that Stat-1 promotes activation of different caspase family members [35]. Here, our microarray and qPCR results indicated a greater than two-fold up-regulation of caspase-6 mRNA in shSep15 cells (Fig 4H), which may be an important apoptotic signaling event in colon cancer cells [36,37]. Similarly, mRNA levels of caspase-12, which is known to process and activate inflammatory cytokines, were only significantly up-regulated in shSep15 cells (Fig 4I). The strong, statistically significant negative correlations between Sep15 and Stat-2, as well as Sep15 and Usp18, which regulates Stat-1 and Irf7 [38], in NCI-60 cell lines provided further support that Sep15 may interfere with Stat-mediated inflammation and apoptosis, and this will have to be investigated further.

Other studies have shown that ablation of TR1, an important regulator of redox homeostasis protecting cells against oxidative stress [15,39,40], inhibited cell growth and apoptosis [17,41,42]. In absence of TR1 in liver and other tissues, activation of the transcription factor Nrf2 and subsequent up-regulation of enzymes of the glutathione system are expected as part of an cell survival strategy [9,41,43]. Unexpectedly, neither Nrf2-regulated genes, nor glutathione-synthesizing or –reducing enzymes were significantly affected in our shTR1 or shTR1/Sep15 colon cancer cells. This lack of Nrf2-increase may highlight the importance of context, as this is one of the few studies to investigate gene changes in the absence of TR1 specifically in colon cancer cells. Our results further showed that cells lacking TR1 responded with an increase in Usp18 mRNA expression, but without concomitant increases in the Stat-1-regulated genes as was seen in shSep15 cells. Usp18 inhibits Stat-signaling under physiological conditions in pancreatic beta-cells [38], but its role in colorectal cancer remains unknown. Thus, it is unclear if the high levels of Usp18 mRNA in shSep15 and shTR1 colon cancer cells support our results.

Combined down-regulation of Sep15 and TR1 resulted in unexpected recovery of the malignant phenotype in cancer cells, suggesting a compensatory or inhibitory mechanism between Sep15 and TR1, possibly because of changes in the regulation of the Apc-Wnt/β-catenin pathway. Inactivation of the tumor suppressor Apc (S3B Fig) is associated with activation of Wnt/β-catenin (S3C Fig), and is usually a key initiating event for tumorigenesis in familial and sporadic colon cancers [44]. This fits with our phenotypic observations in shTR1/shSep15 cells, and our analyses point to a significant involvement of the downstream effectors of the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway. For example, proliferin-1 (Prf1c2), the second highest up-regulated gene compared to controls, positively regulates angiogenesis and cell proliferation [45], and activates the Wnt pathway [46]. Furthermore, Tenascin (Tnc), the highest up-regulated gene in shTR1/shSep15 cells compared to controls, is found in restricted locations in normal adult tissues, including colon mucosa [47], and is a predictor of poor prognosis in colorectal cancer [48]. Increased expression of tenascin may facilitate tumor cell invasion and metastasis [47,48], possibly explaining maintenance of the cancer phenotype in shTR1/shSep15 cells. It is difficult
to deduce from this type of analysis whether a direct connection exists between Wnt/β-catenin signaling and either Sep15 or TR1, or whether the Wnt/β-catenin pathway is only induced after down-regulation of both Sep15 and TR1. However, the changes in this pathway appear to be logical for colon tumorigenesis and may explain the loss of anti-cancer effects in double-knockdown cells. Kipp et al. reported that oxidative activation of the Wnt-signaling pathway may occur through selenium restriction [49]. In regard to selenium status in relation to the data reported herein, our previously published results showed that dietary selenium status had no additional effects on the ability of shSep15 colon cancer cells to form lung metastases [18]. These data, however, are too limited to speculate on the possible effects of selenium status on the observations with Sep15 and TR1 single knockdowns, or the double knockdown, and such assessments must await future studies.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that transfection of mouse colon carcinoma CT26 cells with either shSep15 or shTR1 partially reversed the cancer phenotype. This response was mediated by two different pathways. Targeted down-regulation of Sep15 resulted in up-regulation of Stat-mediated inflammatory pathways important in prevention of tumor promotion and maintenance. Consequently, our results provide evidence that Sep15 may be involved in the regulation of not only cancer initiation [7], but also tumor promotion. Dual tumor development functions have already been described for TR1 [8,17,31]. Reduced proliferation and decreased formation of lung metastases in shTR1 cells support a role for TR1 in the maintenance of colon tumors consistent with previous observations in lung cancer cells [17]. However, the molecular pathways through which these two selenoproteins with redox-functions accomplish these goals appear to be very different, because combined down-regulation of TR1 and Sep15 no longer resulted in the anti-cancer changes observed upon individual knockdown of either TR1 or Sep15. Instead, components of the Wnt/β-catenin pathway were significantly up-regulated, presumably to compensate for loss of two antioxidant systems, resulting in recovery of the original cancer phenotype. Based on this and previous observations, both Sep15 and TR1 appear to be involved in tumorigenesis, either at the stages of initiation and/or promotion [7,18,19,50], and thus may be potential targets for cancer therapy. Since the differential expression of these two selenoproteins has been linked to variable cancer incidence and mortality, they also may serve as viable biomarkers for identifying individuals who are more likely to respond to dietary interventions.
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S1 Fig. mRNA levels of selenoproteins. mRNA levels of (A) GPx1; (B) GPx2; and (C) SelM in cells stably transfected with the control, shSep15, shTR1 or shTR1/shSep15 constructs, as measured using real-time RT-PCR, and expressed relative to Gapdh. Columns, mean (n = 3–6); bars, SE; (*P<0.05).
(TIF)

S2 Fig. Protein expression of Afp and β-catenin. Protein expression of (A) Afp, and (B) phosphorylated-β-catenin, in cells stably transfected with the control, shSep15, shTR1 or shTR1/shSep15 constructs, as determined by Western blotting, and expressed relative to α-tubulin.
(TIF)

S3 Fig. Ingenuity Pathway Analyses. (A) Network analysis of shSep15 vs. control cells with Stat-1 as the central molecule. Network of genes significantly changed exclusively in shTR1/shSep15 cells compared to plasmid-transfected controls showed involvement of regulators in the Wnt/β-catenin pathway, including (B) Apc, and (C) Wnt, Ctnnbip1, Tnc and Axin1.
(TIF)
S1 Table. Real-time quantitative RT-PCR primers. List of primers used to measure the mRNA levels of selenoproteins and genes regulated by targeted down-regulation of Sep15, TR1 or both, by real-time quantitative RT-PCR. (DOCX)

S2 Table. Microarray summary of the 20 most strongly up-/down-regulated gene signals among statistically significant gene changes compared to controls (P<0.05). (DOCX)
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